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Nonfiction About Fish

creatures is full of information for amateur scientists.
il. Kitamura, Satoshi. [IL 5-8] 27 pages Candlewick
2019 597 (AR/RC) 21.58
Jenkins, Steve
490810 Frog Book. Explores form, color, and pattern,
and captures the very unique nature of frogs. il. [IL
6-9] 33 pages Houghton 2019 597 (AR/RC) 21.58
Kingsley, Imogen
519496 Bearded Dragons. An introduction to
bearded dragons, including their unique features,
habitat, survival adaptations, life cycle, and more. il.
[IL 6-9] 24 pages Amicus 2019 597 (AR) 23.66
Valdez, Patricia
901687 Joan Procter, Dragon Doctor: The Woman
Who Loved Reptiles. A picture book biography of
a pioneering female scientist-who loved reptiles! il.
Sala, Felicita. [IL 6-8] 33 pages Knopf 2018 590-B
(AR/RC) 21.58
Set # S34994 of 8 books @ $174.40

Keating, Jess
510545 Shark Lady: The True Story Of How
Eugenie Clark Became The Ocean’s Most Fearless
Scientist. At nine years old, Eugenie Clark developed
an unexpected passion for sharks after a visit to the
Battery Park Aquarium in New York City. At the time,
sharks were seen as mindless killing machines, but
Eugenie knew better and set out to prove it. Despite
many obstacles in her path, Eugenie was able to study
the creatures she loved so much. From her many
discoveries to the shark-related myths she dispelled,
Eugenie’s wide scientific contributions led to the wellearned nickname “Shark Lady.” il. Miguens, Marta
Alvarez. [IL 5-8] 40 pages Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
2017 597 (AR) 21.58
Set # S34995 of 1 book @ $21.58

Nonfiction About Reptiles & Amphibians
Chang, Kirsten
206646 Frog Or Toad? Explains how to spot the
differences between frogs and toads, including their
physical and behavioral differences. il. [IL 4-8] 24
pages Bellwether Media 2021 597 22.26
Humphrey, Natalie
471234 20 Fun Facts About Rattlesnakes. An
introduction to rattlesnakes, including habitats,
behaviors, adaptations, conservation, and more. il.
[IL 7-10] 32 pages Gareth Stevens 2021 597 16.34
Jaycox, Jaclyn
490166 Bearded Dragons. Text Describes bearded
dragons, including where they live, their bodies, what
they do, and dangers to bearded dragons. il. [IL 6-9]
32 pages Pebble 2021 597 (AR) 23.35
490161 Mambas. Mambas can be either green or
black. These dangerous snakes kill prey with their
venomous bite. Then they swallow their prey whole!
Learn more about these awesome snakes. il. [IL 6-9]
32 pages Pebble 2021 597 23.35
Jenkins, Martin
490807 Beware Of The Crocodile. There’s more to
crocodiles than just their appetites. They love to nap
on warm sandbanks and cool off in calm waters, and
crocodile mothers are very gentle with their babies.
This fascinating look at one of Earth’s most infamous

Fiction About Fish
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Blabey, Aaron
122722 Bad Guys In Superbad. The Bad Guys have
strangely acquired superpowers! But their powers
might be defective. Defective or not, they have a job
to do. With Marmalade ready to destroy the world,
Mr. Wolf, Mr. Snake, Mr. Piranha, and Mr. Shark finally
have their chance to be (super) heroes! il. [IL 7-10]
137 pages Scholastic 2019 Fic (AR/RC) 13.99
122719 Piranhas Don’t Eat Bananas. Told in
rhyming text, Brian tries to get his fellow piranhas to
try his fruit and vegetable platter, but they all prefer
meat--like those human feet dangling in the water. il.
[IL 3-6] 22 pages Scholastic 2019 E (AR) 19.48
122733 Tipos Malos. The Bad Guys, Mr. Wolf, Mr.
Shark, Mr. Snake, and Mr. Piranha, want to be heroes,
and they decide that the way to do it is free the 200
dogs in the city dog pound--but their plan soon goes
awry. In Spanish. il. [IL 7-10] 138 pages Scholastic
2017 Fic (AR) 13.99
Carle, Eric
186283 Mister Seahorse. After Mrs. Seahorse lays
her eggs on Mr. Seahorse’s belly, he drifts through the
water, greeting other fish fathers who are taking care
of their eggs. il. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Philomel Books
2004 E (AR/RC) 22.28

Cummings, Troy
252292 Day Of The Night Crawlers. Alexander and
his new friend, Rip, are worried that the worms the
rain has brought out are really the megaworms that
Notebook of Doom describes but they soon discover
that the night crawlers are trying to warn them about
the monster tunnel fish that are threatening Stermont
Elementary. il. [IL 7-10] 89 pages Branches 2013 Fic
(AR/RC) 13.69
Diesen, Deborah
278191 Not Very Merry Pout-Pout Fish. Mr. Fish
is having a hard time finding the right presents for his
friends, until he learns that the best gifts come from
the heart. il. Hanna, Dan. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Farrar
2015 E (AR) 20.88
278197 Pout-Pout Fish And The Bully-Bully
Shark. Mr. Fish finds the courage to speak up for his
friends when a shark comes to the park and bullies
them. il. Hanna, Dan. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Farrar 2017
E (AR) 21.58
278199 Pout-Pout Fish And The Can’t-Sleep
Blues. Mr. Fish cannot fall asleep, but with help from
his underwater friends, he finds a bedtime routine. il.
Hanna, Dan. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Farrar 2018 E (AR) 21.58
278200 Pout-Pout Fish Cleans Up The Ocean.
Mr. Fish and an increasing number of sea creatures
investigate, then decide how to deal with, a huge
mess in the ocean. Includes tips for the reader to help
clean up and protect the ocean. il. Hanna, Dan. [IL
4-8] 32 pages Farrar 2019 E (AR) 21.58
278201 Pout-Pout Fish In The Big-Big Dark. Mr.
Fish feels nervous venturing deep in the sea to look
for Ms. Clam’s lost pearl until Miss Shimmer helps him
conquer his fear of the dark. il. Hanna, Dan. [IL 4-8]
32 pages Farrar 2010 E (AR/RC) 21.58
Dyckman, Ame
299175 Misunderstood Shark: Friends Don’t Eat
Friends. Bob, host of Underwater World with Bob, is
furious with Shark, not only because Shark ate him
(admittedly bad manners), but because Shark will not
even admit what he did; the ocean may not be big
enough for both of them--unless Shark faces up to his
bad behavior, stops sulking (and eating the animals
on the program, and maybe barfing up his stomach)
and apologizes. il. Magoon, Scott. [IL 4-6] 44 pages
Orchard Books 2019 E (AR/RC) 21.58
299177 Misunderstood Shark: Starring Shark!
Shark interrupts the filming of Underwater World With
Bob, scattering the other creatures (and the audience),
but he claims it is all a terrible misunderstanding-that he would never think of eating the fish, the squid,
the audience ... or Bob. il. Magoon, Scott. [IL 4-6] 44
pages Orchard Books 2018 E (AR/RC) 21.58
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Hale, Bruce
411974 Clark The Shark: Afraid Of The Dark. At a
sleepover, Clark the Shark braves his fear of the dark
with the help of music and friends. il. Francis, Guy. [IL
4-8] 32 pages Harper 2015 E (AR/RC) 21.58
411980 Clark The Shark Dares To Share. Clark
the Shark learns about sharing with a little help from
his friends. il. Francis, Guy. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Harper
2014 E (AR/RC) 21.58
411949 Clark The Shark Gets A Pet. Clark the
Shark is so excited about his new pet, Lulu the dogfish!
Until Lulu starts misbehaving. il. Francis, Guy. [IL 4-8]
32 pages Harper 2020 E (AR) 13.79
411971 Clark The Shark Loves Christmas. Clark
the Shark is excited about his class’ Secret Santa
celebration, but he becomes so wrapped up in what
he’s going to get that he forgets to give! il. Francis,
Guy. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Harper 2016 E (AR/RC) 21.58
411959 Clark The Shark: Too Many Treats. Clark
the shark has to test the brownies his mother baked
for school. Yum yum YUM! But what happens when
Clark can’t stop at one? il. Francis, Guy. [IL 4-8] 32
pages Harper 2019 E (AR) 13.79
Henry, Steve
438736 Hide! Illustrations and easy-to-read text
follow Pat, a fish, as he is caught by a shark, rescued by
his friend Mike the elephant, and called on to return the
favor. il. [IL 3-6] 31 pages Holiday House 2018 E 19.48
Kann, Victoria
506854 Pinkalicious: Fishtastic! Pinkalicious
and Peter go fishing and catch something totally
unexpected that’s much better than what they could
have imagined. il. [IL 4-8] 30 pages Harper 2019 E
(AR) 13.79
Klassen, J.
523532 This Is Not My Hat. A fish has stolen a hat
and he’ll probably get away with it. Or will he? il. [IL
4-8] 33 pages Candlewick 2012 E (AR) 21.58
Maddox, Jake
596269 Danger On The Reef. Jasmine Lopez and
her brother, Arjun, love exploring the coral reefs
around Fiji, where their marine biologist parents are
stationed. Jasmine, already a certified scuba diver,
dreams of following in her parents’ footsteps and
wants to help Arjun do the same. Unfortunately her
younger brother is sure he already knows everything.
That attitude gets them into danger when Arjun drifts
too far from the group during a dive-and straight into
a reef shark. il. Aloisi, Giuliano. [IL 8-12] 64 pages
Stone Arch 2020 Fic (AR) 21.39
Manley, Curtis
600778 Shawn Loves Sharks. Shawn loves sharks
with all his heart, so when his nemesis, Stacy, is

assigned “sharks” for the big class project, Shawn
is not happy. il. Subisak, Tracy. [IL 4-8] 32 pages
Roaring Brook 2017 E (AR/RC) 21.58
O’Hara, Mo
687188 My Big Fat Zombie Goldfish: The Seaquel.
Tom is looking forward to their annual family trip to the
seaside, right up until he hears about the Evil Eel of
Eel Bay--a monster that Mark is entirely too interested
in. After all, even a BIG FAT ZOMBIE GOLDFISH might
have a little trouble with a Super Electric Zombie Eel!
Then, Frankie takes center stage as Mark crashes
Tom’s school play. il. Jagucki, Marek. [IL 7-10] 200
pages Feiwel and Friends 2014 Fic (AR) 18.78
Osborne, Mary Pope
693515 Shadow Of The Shark. As a thank-you from
Merlin and Morgan, Jack and Annie are sent on what
should be a vacation at a luxurious resort in Cozumel,
Mexico, but is, by mistake, an adventure with ancient
Mayans, instead. il. Murdocca, Sal. [IL 7-10] 130
pages Random 2015 Fic (AR/RC) 18.78
Reynolds, Aaron
748662 Dude! In this nearly wordless picture
book, a platypus and beaver, who are surfer dudes,
anticipate a fun day of surfing at the beach, only to
be interrupted by a shark. But is the shark friend or
foe? il. Santat, Dan. [IL 4-8] 40 pages Roaring Brook
2018 E 21.58
Rylant, Cynthia
774243 Henny, Penny, Lenny, Denny, And Mike.
Five guppies love their life in a little girl’s fish tank until
some new additions shake things up. il. Austin, Mike.
[IL 4-8] 34 pages Beach Lane 2017 E (AR) 21.58
Sauer, Tammi
779422 Nugget & Fang Go To School. With a lot of
support and encouragement from his minnow friend,
Nugget, Fang the shark makes it through his first day
at Mini Minnows Elementary. il. Slack, Michael H. [IL
4-7] 32 pages Clarion 2019 E (AR/RC) 21.58
Stead, Philip Christian
844465 Only Fish In The Sea. Sadie and Sherman
set out to rescue little Ellsworth, the goldfish Amy
Scott received for her birthday and threw right into
the ocean. il. Cordell, Matthew. [IL 3-7] 35 pages
Roaring Brook 2017 E (AR/RC) 6.50*
Set # S34997 of 28 books @ $532.73

Fiction About Reptiles & Amphibians
Archer, Peggy
065803 Hippy-Hoppy Toad. A tiny toad suddenly
finds himself in a tree then, as other creatures startle
him with a peck, a buzz, or a bump, he hops to new
locations along the road. il. Wilsdorf, Anne. [IL 3-7]
33 pages Schwartz & Wade 2018 E (AR) 20.88
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Beasley, Cassie
100173 Tumble & Blue. In order for Tumble Wilson
and Blue Montgomery to fix their ancestors’ mistakes
and banish the bad luck that has followed them
around for all of their lives, they must face Munch,
the mysterious golden alligator who cast the curse
centuries ago. [IL 8-12] 390 pages Dial 2017 Fic (AR/
RC) 21.58
Birney, Betty G.
120528 Life According To Og The Frog. Og the
Frog tells the story of how he first came to Room 26,
where he meets Humphrey the hamster, befriends the
students, and writes poems and songs. [IL 7-11] 150
pages Putnam 2018 Fic (AR) 20.88
Bunting, Eve
171677 Frog And Friends Celebrate Thanksgiving,
Christmas, And New Year’s Eve. A beginning
reader book containing three stories in which Frog
shares a Thanksgiving feast with his woodland friends,
celebrates his first Christmas, and rings in the New
Year with a twist on tradition. il. Masse, Josee. [IL
6-8] 37 pages Sleeping Bear 2015 E (AR) 13.09
Gray, Kes
394324 Dog On A Frog? Frog decides that he does
not want to sit on a log, and he definitely does not want
a dog to sit on a frog! So he changes the rules. il. Field,
Jim. [IL 3-5] 26 pages Scholastic 2017 E (AR) 21.58
Green, John Patrick
395745 Off The Hook. Their greatest nemesis,
Crackerdile, returns in a shocking new form! Even
worse, he’s creating a team of super villains! Faced
with the choice between saving themselves or catching
the crooks, can Mango and Brash make sure the gator
good prevails? In graphic novel format. il. [IL 7-10]
201 pages First Second 2021 741 (AR) 15.79
395750 Take The Plunge. S.U.I.T. headquarters
is under attack, and Mango and Brash are going
undercover and underground disguised as city sewer
workers to unclog a sticky situation. But when their
search for the criminal Crackerdile backfires, the toilets
they travel through back up-and the InvestiGators
take the blame for it! Can Mango and Brash restore
their good name and put the real culprit behind bars
before the whole city is in deep water? In graphic
novel format. il. [IL 7-10] 200 pages First Second
2020 741 (AR) 15.79
Heder, Thyra
434033 Alfie: (The Turtle That Disappeared) Told
from the perspective of both the girl, Nia, and her
pet turtle, Alfie, and describes what happens when he
disappears on the eve of her seventh birthday to find
her a special present. il. [IL 4-8] 40 pages Abrams
2017 E (AR/RC) 21.56
*Overstock special while supply lasts.

Petty, Dev
713157 I Don’t Want To Be A Frog. A frog who
yearns to be any animal that is cute and warm
discovers that being wet, slimy, and full of bugs has
its advantages. il. Boldt, Mike. [IL 3-7] 25 pages
Doubleday 2015 E (AR/RC) 14.89
Sattler, Jennifer Gordon
779164 Bully. When a selfish bullfrog takes over a lily
pond, the other residents decide to unite and take action.
il. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Sleeping Bear 2018 E (AR) 20.88
Schlitz, Laura Amy
785893 Princess Cora And The Crocodile. An
overscheduled princess gets a day off--and a deliciously
wicked crocodile has a day on. il. Floca, Brian. [IL 4-8]
72 pages Candlewick 2017 E (AR/RC) 20.88
Scotton, Rob
793689 Splat And The New Baby. Splat the cat
can’t wait to be a big brother. So when his mom brings
home a special little guest, Splat races from his room,
slides down the banister, and skids across the hall,
only to find his mom holding . . . a crocodile?! il. [IL
4-8] 32 pages Harper 2018 E (AR) 21.58
TenNapel, Doug
875254 Escape From The Lizzarks. Follows the
story of Herk, a charming, lovable, newt-like creature
with a big heart but little legs who is forced to flee his
home when reptile Lizzarks attack. All alone and on
the run, he must navigate a dangerous world with an
evil overlord in hot pursuit. In graphic novel format.
il. Garner, Katherine. [IL 8-12] 185 pages Scholastic
2015 741 (AR/RC) 18.08
Tsurumi, Andrea
891305 I’m On It! When Frog and Goat turn a
simple game into an all-out competition, things get
out of hand ... until finally, they’re over it. il. [IL 3-6]
58 pages Hyperion 2021 E (AR) 15.29
Willems, Mo
949572 Hooray For Amanda & Her Alligator!
Amanda and her alligator have lots of fun together,
but when Amanda’s grandfather buys her a panda,
Alligator must learn to make new friends. il. [IL 4-8]
68 pages Harper 2011 E (AR/RC) 22.28
949621 Nanette’s Baguette. It’s Nanette’s first trip
to get the baguette! Is she set? You bet! il. [IL 3-5] 34
pages Hyperion 2016 E (AR/RC) 21.58
949628 Puedo Jugar Yo Tambien? Elephant and
Piggie learn to play catch with their new friend Snake.
In Spanish. il. [IL 4-8] 57 pages Hyperion 2018 E 15.99
Set # S34996 of 24 books @ $472.97
(Prices Subject To Change)
Spring 2022

Henderson, Judith
437689 Aaalligator! When a hungry alligator moves
to their town, the residents want him out . . . until
they get to know him (and learn what he’s actually
hungry for!). A timely tale about empathy, acceptance
and a community’s response to injustice. il. Stegmaier,
Andrea. [IL 4-8] 40 pages Kids Can 2020 E 22.28
Jarvis
489992 Alan’s Big, Scary Teeth. Alan the alligator
wakes up and finds that his teeth are gone! Without
those teeth, he’s just not very scary, and scaring is
the only thing he knows how to do. Or is it? il. [IL 2-5]
31 pages Candlewick 2016 E (AR) 20.88
Klassen, Jon
523535 Rock From The Sky. Turtle really likes
standing in his favorite spot. He likes it so much that
he asks his friend Armadillo to come over and stand in
it, too. But now that Armadillo is standing in that spot,
he has a bad feeling about it. il. [IL 4-7] 95 pages
Candlewick 2021 E (AR) 22.28
523533 We Found A Hat. Two turtles have found a
hat. The hat looks good on both of them. And there is
only one hat ... il. [IL 3-7] 49 pages Candlewick 2016
E (AR) 21.58
London, Jonathan
584681 Froggy Goes To The Library. When Froggy,
Mom, and Pollywogilina set out for the library, Froggy
brings a wheelbarrow to hold all the books he plans to
borrow but he is so excited that he forgets to use his
indoor voice. il. Remkiewicz, Frank. [IL 3-6] 31 pages
Viking 2016 E (AR) 20.88
584767 Froggy’s Birthday Wish. It’s Froggy’s
birthday, but no one has remembered. His parents
don’t seem to realize it’s his special day, and none of
his friends are at home to wish him a happy birthday.
Will Froggy celebrate his birthday all alone? Has
everyone really forgotten? il. Remkiewicz, Frank. [IL
3-6] 31 pages Viking 2015 E (AR/RC) 20.88
Parsley, Elise
702290 If You Ever Want To Bring An Alligator
To School, Don’t! A child provides insights, based on
personal experience, into everything that can go wrong
if one brings an alligator to school for show-and-tell. il.
[IL 4-7] 34 pages Little 2015 E (AR/RC) 20.89
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